
THE EMOTIONAL EXPRESSIONS AND BEHAVIORS OF MEN AND WOMEN

References to a figurative "man-box", an idea often attributed to restrictions on a man's freedom of emotional
expression. As Porter describes, this restriction is a primary reason for high rates of violence against women. men, and
expectations of aggressive and/or dominant behavior.

McDuff and colleagues tested ten times the number of participants than are tested in a typical laboratory study,
lending confidence that the sex differences observed here are reflective of those in the general population.
They found that fathers but, interestingly, not mothers showed greater contingent responses to in-the-moment
sadness and anxiety expressions by girls than boys and greater contingent responses to anger and
disharmonious emotion expressions by boys than girls. Each trial started with a fixation cross presented for ms
in the centre of the screen, followed by the stimulus with a resolution of x resembling the head size of direct
face-to-face interactions , after which a blank screen was presented for ms before the answer screen appeared.
This model proposes that gender differences in emotion expression emerge through a combination of innate
biological differences, socialization, and through the influence of in-the-moment social context and societal
expectations within a culture. Guilt and empathy: Sex differences and implications for the development of
depression. Investigators coded smiles, inner and outer brow raises, brow furrows, and lip corner depressors to
see these facial behaviors in isolation, click here. By integrating these perspectives, we may better understand
the role of gender in emotion expression, how emotion experience and expression is regulated, and potential
consequences of these processes for child adaptive and maladaptive development. The computer task was
identical to the task reported and validated in Wingenbach et al. The social constructionist theory states that
children grow up in the context of gender roles that naturally place them in role-specific situations, influencing
their emotion expression in that context. Developmental Cognitive Neuroscience. Interestingly, although
women may be more expressive of most emotions, at least in Western cultures, men show equal or greater
levels of physiological arousal, for example with men showing greater blood pressure and cortisol responses to
emotionally arousing stressors e. McDuff and colleagues measured not only the frequency of different
expressions, but their durations as well. It was further hypothesised that the female advantage would be
evident across all the intensity levels based on unbiased hit rates. But when, developmentally, do these gender
differences emerge? The Journal of General Psychology. Another reason is that understanding cultural
influences on gender differences in emotion might suggest culturally sensitive interventions for
emotion-related psychological disorders and physical health problems. Thus, children were responsive to the
expectancies of others in their social interactions. Such a bias would inflate the raw hit rates for anger despite
a clear lack of discriminative ability from disgust. There is, unfortunately, little data on ethnicity effects on
gender differences in observed emotion expression due to the fact that the majority of research on child
emotion expression has been conducted with White middle-class children. This article describes a
developmental bio-psycho-social model of gender differences in emotion expression in childhood. The results
were hence compared to a p-value of. Men, on the other hand, seemed to be less concerned with appearing
positive to others; they showed no difference in their expression of anger based on whether or not others were
present. For the unbiased hit rates, ANOVA specifications were applied, that is normal distribution with
identity error function. Since JK Hall et al. Empathy and guilt: Early origins of feelings of responsibility.
Women were not universally more expressive than men, as men were more likely to demonstrate anger-based
facial behaviors than women. Social constructionist theorists propose that the expression of gender is
influenced by the specific context and by societal expectations for males and females e. Early gender-related
emotion expression patterns may predispose youth for the development of psychopathology. This could mean
that Caucasian parents in the US may be more likely to encourage sadness expressions among girls, whereas
African American parents may be more likely to discourage sadness expressions, possibly for both boys and
girls.


